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Tsujido Nishihaigan 1-1-25, Fujisawa 251, Japan 
A study of a class of multiple-user channels including general multiple- 
access channels with many correlated sources and many simultaneous receivers 
is presented. The main result is summarized as Theorems 4.1 and 5.1 which 
establish a simple characterization of the capacity region on the basis of the 
polymatroidal structure of a set of (conditional) mutual informations. The 
results include, asspecial eases, the Slepian and Wolf's result (1973) as well as 
Ulrey's (1975). These may be regarded as further developments along the line 
shown by Ahlswede (1971) and Liao (1972). Furthermore, a finite upper bound 
for the cardinalities of the ranges of auxiliary variables is given in Theorems 4.2 
and 5.2. Finally, the relation between Slepian-'Wolf's formalism and ours is 
clarified. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The study of the capacity region of multiple-access communication channel 
is an important branch in the extensive field concerning the multiple-user 
communication channel problem which was initially studied by Shannon (1961). 
A rather detailed classification of multiple-access channels eems credited to 
Ahlswede (1971) who has first shown a possibility of "simple" characterization 
for the capacity region of channels with many information sources (senders). 
Subsequently, many researchers, e.g., Liao (1972), Slepian and Wolf (1973), 
Ahlswede (1974) and Ulrey (1975), have largely put forward the investigation 
and established the basic results in this field. In particular, among them, Slepian 
and Wolf (1973) have first introduced the concept of multiple-access channel 
with "correlated" sources (i.e., one common source and two private sources to 
two input terminals), showing a characterization f its capacity region. Further- 
more, Ulrey (1975) has studied the capacity region of a channel with many 
noncorrelated sources (senders) and with many "simultaneous" receivers. 
The present paper deals with the capacity region problem for the multiple- 
user channels (including general multiple-access channels) with many "a class 
of correlated" sources and many "simultaneous" receivers. Therefore, our 
result to be presented in the sequel may be regarded as an extension of the 
Slepian-Wolf's result as well as the Ulrey's. 
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First, in Section 3, we define an associated polyhedron (called polymatroidal) 
and clarify its properties by introducing the concept of a test channel with a 
certain kind of auxiliary input variables and auxiliary mapping functions. Based 
on these properties, in Section 4, we establish a simple (nonlimiting) character- 
ization of the capacity region for general multiple-access channels (Theorem 
4.1). Incidentally, we show, along such a line as exploited by Ahlswede and 
K6rner (1975), that the cardinalities of auxiliary variables appearing in this 
characterization can be restricted to within fixed finite numbers depending 
only on the cardinalities of input alphabet sets of the channel (Theorem 4.2 
in Section 4.2). 
In Section 4.3, we reveal the relation between the Slepian-Wolf's character- 
ization and ours by taking an example (the above channel with one common 
source and two private sources). The extension of these results to the multiple- 
user-channels mentioned above is straightforward, and is stated as Theorems 
5.1 and 5.2 in Section 5. 
2. NOTATION AND CONCEPTS 
1. Channel. In the present paper, we shall consider a class of multiple-user 
channels C~,~ with p input terminals and r output terminals which are noisy, 
discrete, stationary and memoryless. Hereafter and up to Section 4, we shall 
confine our considerations to the multiple-access channel C~,1 with only a 
single output terminal (r = 1), and in Section 5 extend it to a class of multiple- 
user channels C~,~. 
A multiple-access channel C (=C~a)  is specified by p input terminals aI ,..., % 
with the alphabet sets ag 1 ,..., d~,  respectively; a single output terminal /~ 
with the alphabet set ~;  and a collection co(" I ") of conditional probabilities of 
y ~ given x l~ ,..., x~ ~ zg~ : 
co(Yi x, ,..., x~)'s (2.1) 
where, for every x 1 e ~ .. . .  , x~ E a¢~,  
co(ylxl ,.-., x~) = 1. (2.2) 
The co(y I xl .... , x~) is called the channel matrix of C. Let, for each i = 1,..., p, 
the Cartesian product of n ~'i's be denoted by An;  the Cartesian product of 
_ t~m x! n)) e ~ represents a word of length n ~ 's  by ~.  Each element xi - -  t i ..... 
n sent to the channel C from the ith input terminal ~ ; each element y = 
(y{1),..., yC=)) ~ ~n represents a word of length n received across (2 at the output 
terminal 5- 
The nth extension C n of C is the channel specified by the p input alphabet 
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sets sdl~,..., age's; the single output alphabet set N~; and the collection aJ~( • I ") 
of conditional probabilities of y e ~'~ given x 1 E dl'~,..., x~ e ag.~: 
~'(y i x~ , . . ,  ~,)  = D ~(yW / *~ ,..., 
t=l 
(2.3) 
for every x~ -- (x[1),..., x~ ~)) ~ ~@ (i = 1 .... , p) and y - -  (y (1 )  . . ,  y(n)) e ~n 
2. Information sources. Let I1 ,..., I ,  be s information sources (senders) 
given with the corresponding message sets -/d 1 .... , JH s : 
~,  {1, 2,..., M~}, 
~/4 = {1, 2,..., M~}, 
(2.4) 
respectively (Mi = [ ,/f[i [). Here, Mi represents he nmnber of possible messages 
generated by the source I i .  We assume that each source I~ generates these Mi 
messages equiprobably and independently from the other sources. For notational 
simplicity, we denote by JYf the Cartesian product of ~'1 .... , JA{s : 
dl ----J/t × ... × dL~, 
and by m = (ml ,..., m~) (m i a ~#i) an element of ~ .  Then, the number of all 
s-tuples m's a dY is M- - - - tMF[= M 1 -.. Ms ; these M s-tuples are equi- 
probably generated with probability l fM.  
Since the number s of information sources is not required to be equal to 
the number p of input terminals, sources may not necessarily correspond in 
one-to-one with input terminals. Therefore, we need to assign the incidence 
(or connection) relation between sources and input terminals in such a way 
that the ith input terminal can observe only a (prescribed) nonempty subset 
of sources, be denoted by ~ ~ {I s I J ~ ~i-} where 0i- is a prescribed subset 
of the index set X 0 = {1,..., s} (~i- and ~-  ( iea k) are not necessarily mutually 
disjoint), and, moreover, we assume that {I~ .... , I~} -~ mi=l ~ (the condition 
for each source to be observed by at least an input terminal). By the incidence 
relation Oi-, we can specify a channel with % class of correlated" information 
sources. It is sometimes convenient to consider, instead of 3i-, an equivalent 
alternative subset ~s + ( j  = 1,..., s) of the index set 271 = {1, 2,..., p}: 
ej+ = {i L i ~ & ,  i e <5,  (2.5) 
i.e., ~s + specifies the collection of input terminals ~i's which can observe the 
jth source Is . Hereafter, we assume that ~-  as well as as+ is given aa~d fixed. 
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{(xl(m ) ..... x~(m); .~(m)) I m e Jr') (2.6) 
xi(m) e ~ for all i = 1,..., p and m e ~,  
for any m = (m 1 ,..., m~) e J[  and i = 1,..., p, xi(m) is independent 
from all m/s such that j 6 ~i-, 
(iii) ~(m) _C ~n for all m e J//, 
(iv) ~(m) m ~(m') = q~ for m 4: m'. 
The  interpretation of the code (n, ~)  is as follows: the map fi~: m ~-~ xi(m) 
(i = 1,..., p) is the encoding function associated with the ith input terminal ~i 
(the domain of f i  ~ may be considered from the condition ii) to be the Cartesian 
product ]-I~'~a~-MZj); the map g~: y ~-~ m (when yea(m))  is the decoding 
function associated with the output erminal/3 (the domain ofg ~ may be extended 
to the whole N by supposing that g~: y ~ m 0 when y belongs to none of N(m)'s 
where m 0 is an arbitrary message in J / ) .  
The whole system of the multiple-access communication channel thus defined 
is summarized in Fig. 1. This communication channel is an extended and unified 
version of the channel studied by Slepian-Wolf (1973) and the channel (r = 1 ; 
a case of a single receiver ) by Ulrey (1975). 
sources  encoders  
i' m2 Xl(m) ] X2(m ) ~ C n 
X (m) [ 
P 
FIG. 1. 
channe l  
decoder  
~1, . . . ,~  s 
Multiple-access channel C~,~ with certain correlated sources. 
Putting, for any subset ~ of ~n and xi e ~¢i n, 
~on(~ I Xl ,..., x~) = ~ o~(y I xl ,..., x~), (2.7) 
ye.@ 
we define a A-code (n, ,//', ~) for 0 < A < 1 to be a code (n, ~ ' )  such that 
(2.8) iv/ 
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where ~(m) is the complement of ~(m) in ~;  the quantity Pe is called the 
probability of error of (n, ~ ,  A). 
4. Capacity region. An s-tuple R = (R1,..., R~) of nonnegative real values 
is called an achievable rate (vector) of the channel C if all ~7 > 0 and 0 < A < 1, 
and for all sufficiently large n, there exists a A-code (n, ~ ,  A) such that 
( l /n) log M,  >~ R, - -  ~/ (i = 1,..., s). (2.9) 
The set of all achievable rates is denoted by cg(c) or simply by cg, and is 
called the capacity region of C. Obviously, cg(C) is a nonempty region in the 
s-dimensional Euclidean space E s. 
Let R = (R~ .... , R~), R' = (R~ ,..., R~) be elements of E ~. When R~ >/R~ 
for all i = I,..., s, R is said to dominate R', indicated by R ~ R'. Then, we have 
LEMMA 2.1. The capacity region (g(C) is a closed convex subset of E 8, and if 
R ~ R' ~ (0,..., O)/or an R c ~f(C) then R' ~ c~(C). 
Proof. The convexity is immediately derived using the time-shearing 
method. The closedness as well as the property that if R ~ R' then R' a c~(C) 
is obvious from the form of (2.9) and the arbitrariness of e. Q.E.D. 
In the sequel, we shall give a characterization of ~(C) to unify the result 
obtained by Slepian-Wolf (1973) and that (for r = 1) by Ulrey (1975); later in 
Section 5 the result is extended so as to include that of Ulrey (1975) for general r
receivers. 
3. TEST CHANNEL, MUTUAL INFORMATION AND TYPICAL SEQUENCES 
In this section, we summarize several basic properties of mutual informations 
associated with the channel and those of typical sequences, which will be used 
in the subsequent sections. 
1. Test channel. Let OR1 ,..., alls be arbitrary finite sets and let, for i = 1,..., p, 
fd  °R(i) -+ d~. be an arbitrary mapping function from the Cartesian product OR(i): 
OR(i) = I-I OR~ 
J~O7 
to the ith input alphabet set ~.  Given the set OR ~ (OR1 .... , ORs) and the set 
f = (fl ,-.., f~), we define a test channel C(°7/, f )  as consisting of the s input 
terminals with the corresponding alphabet sets OR1 ,..., og, ; the single output 
terminal with the alphabet set N; and the collection ~(' I ') of conditional 
probabilities o fy  ~ given u I ~ ~1 ,..., us ~ ~ : 
~(y I u~ .... , us) = ~,(y I *l(U),..., ~(u) ) ,  (3.1) 
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where we have put u = (u a ,..., us) , and xi(u) = f/(Tri(u)) (Tri(u) is the projection 
of u on ~(i)).  The test channel C(q/, f )  is illustrated in Fig. 2. 
U 1 fl 
u2 2 
u 3 x 2 
U 
s f x 
P P 
C 
Fla. 2. Test channel C(q/, f). 
Y 
Let U be an (ordered) set of random variables U z ,..., U s on @/1 .... , ~s  such 
that U~ and U; (i ¢ j )  are independent, and put  p(u~) = Pr{ Ui = ui}. Then, 
accordingly, the random variables X 1 .... , X~,  Y on ~¢1 ,..., d~,  ~,  respectively, 
are induced from Ui's through the test channel C (~,  f )  in an obvious way; the 
joint probabil ity of (U 1 ,..., U, ; X 1 ,..., X~ ; Y)  is given by 
p(u l  ,..., us ; xl  ..... x~ ; y)  = p(u~) --. p(us) ~(y  i Ul ..... us) (3.2) 
when x~ =.fi(~q(u)), and otherwise p(u 1 ,..., u s ; x 1 .... , x~ ;y)  = O; and hence 
the marginal distribution of (U1 ,..., U~ ; Y) is given by 
p(ul ,..., us ; y) = p(u~) .." p(us) a(y I u~ ,..., us). (3.3) 
It is evident hat the triplet (U 1 ,..., Us) , (X 1 ,..., X~), Y forms a Markov chain 
in this order. 
2. Polymatroidal Property. Under the probabil ity distribution (3.3), we can 
calculate various kinds of (conditional) mutual informations. Using the standard 
notation (GaUager, 1968), for any subset S of 2J 0 = {1 .... , s}, we define p(S) by 
p(S) = I(Us ; Y I U~), (3.4) 
where Us is the projection of U = (O"1 ,..., Us) on the S-direction, i.e., Us is 
the ] S l-dimensional random variable vector with U/s  ( j  e S) as its components 
and S is the complement of S in 2J 0 . In particular, we put o(S) = 0 when S ~ 6. 
LEMMA 3.1 (Polymatroidal property). The set function p(S) has the following 
property: 





p(¢) = 0, (3.5) 
p(S) ~ p(T) for S C_ T (monotonicity), (3.6) 
p(S w T) + p(S n T) <~ p(S) -~ p(T) (submodularity). (3.7) 
(i) is valid by definition. (ii): Let S __C T and put R = T -- S, then 
p(T) = I(Ur ; Y [ Uf) = I(UsUR ; Y I Ur) 
= I(UR ; Y ! UT) -t- I(Us ; Y [ UrUR) 
= I(UR ; Y I UT) -~- I(Us ; Y I Uz) 
>~ I(Us ; Y I Us) = p(S). 
(iii) is derived as follows: Putting R = S u T, V = S n T, we have 
p(s w T) + p(s n T) 
= I(U, .~ ; Y I U~) + X(U~ : Y 1 U~) 
= H(Usur)  q- H(Usc~r) -- H(Usur  1 URY) -- H(Usnr  [ UvY).  
On the other hand, by the stochastic independence among U,'s, 
H(UswT) + H(UsnT) = H(Us i UZ) -{- H(UT [ Uf), 
URY) (S= Ru(T - -  S)) 
uzY) (~_ R), 
U~Y). 
H(Usur I URY) = H(Us I UsY) + H(Ur-s 
>~ H(Us ] UsY) + H(UT-s 
H(Usr~T ! UvY) = H(Ur l  U~Y) -  H(Ur_s 
Substituting these into (3.8), we have (3.7). 
(3.8) 
Q.E.D. 
In general, a set function p(-) satisfying the property of Lemma 3.1 is called 
a E-function. Given a/~-function p(') on Z0, the pair (270, p) is called a poly- 
matroid where 270 is called the ground set, and p the (ground-set) rank function 
in the matroid theory (see, e.g., Welsh, 1976). Lemma 3.1 shows that the 
(conditional) mutual information (3.4) defines a polymatroid in this sense. 
A polymatroidal structure in the information theory, though not in such a form 
of Lemma 3.1, has long since been recognized in essence as the nonnegativity 
of mutual information, which recently has been explicitly pointed out by 
Fujishige (i978) in connection with the multivariate analysis of dependence. 
Now, let ~(U,  f )  denote the set of all R = (R 1 .... , Re) such that, for all 
subset S of X o , 
0 <~ ~ R~ ~ p(S). (3.9) 
iES 
I t  is evident that ~(U, f )  is a (nonempty) closed convex polyhedron in the 
s-dimensional Euclidean space E ~. The shape of ~(U, f )  is shown for the case 
s = 3 in Fig. 3 (cf. the shape of N(Pzxlx~r ) in Slepian-Wolf (1973); see also 
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R3 
p({3}) 
FIG. 3. Polymatroidal polyhedron ~(U,  f )  for s = 3. 
Sect. 4.3 below). It should be noted here that the triplet (Us, Xas, Y) forms 
a Markov chain by letting ~S -~ {i I i e ~.+, j e S}(_CX x = {1,..., p}) and denoting 
by .eYes the projection of (Xa .... , X~) on the ~S-direction. Hence, because 
the value of U s uniquely determines the value of Xos when the value of UZ 
is given, I(Us ; Y I Us) = I(UsXos ; Y I Us) = I(Xes ; Y I Us), i.e., (3.4) may 
be rewritten as 
p(S) = X(Us ; Y 1 Us) = I (Xos : Y I Us). (3.10) 
Now, R~(U, f )  is said to be maximal if R'~ R (R' ~(U , f ) )  implies 
R' =- R. It is easily seen that ~(U, f )  has in total the s ! maximal extreme points 
in general case (for s = 3, they are indicated by double circles in Fig. 3), and 
then we have the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.2. An R-~ (R 1 .... , Rs) e ~(U, f )  is a maximal extreme point of 
~(U , f )  if and only if R is expressed as 
R m = I(Uk~ ; Y), 
R,~ = I (u,~ ; Y I u,~), 
R~ = I(U~, ; V I U~ ..- U~,_~), (3.11), 
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where (k 1 ,..., ks) is a permutation of 1, 2,..., s. Furthermore, all point of ~(U,  f )  
is dominated by a convex combination of maximal extreme points. 
Proof. By virtue of Edmonds' theorem (1970) concerning the extreme points 
of potymatroid, every maximal extreme point R = (Ri) of g (U ,  f )  is expressed 
as 
Rkt  = p({k i ,  hi+ 1 ,..., hs} ) - -  p((ki+ 1 ,..., ks) ) (i = 1,..., s), 
where (k 1 .... , k,) is a permutation of 1,..., s. Then, by observing that 
p({ki, ki+l ..... ks}) - -  o({ki+l ,..., ks)) 
= I (u~,  . . .  u~,  ; v I u~l  . . .  u~,_ )  - z (u ,~,+ ... u~,  ; Y 1 u~,  .. .  u~, )  
and 
I(U~ ... g~, ; Y I u~, '"  g~_ 0 
we establish the former half. The latter half follows immediately from a general 
property of polymatroid (see Edmonds, 1970). Q.E.D. 
Note that I(Uki ; Y [ U~I "" U~i_I ) may also be rewritten as I (U~ ; YUel "" 
Uk,_l) owing to the stochastic independence among Uj's. 
3. Jointly typical sequences. In the study of communication theory, a 
fundamental role is played by the concept of "typical sequences" as has been 
made full use of by Cover (1975a, 1975b). This way of use seems to be preferred 
in that it provides a natural and simpler formulation. Here, for later use, we 
summarize a rather well known property of "jointly" typical sequences. 
Let {Z 1 ..... Zr} be a set of random variables with a fixed joint distribution 
p(z 1 ,..., z~) = Pr{Z~ -~ z 1 .... , Z~= z~} defined on ~1 × "'" × oW~. For any 
subset S of ~ = {1 ..... r}, we denote by Z s the projection of (Z 1 .... , Z~) on 
the S-direction (in particular, Z ,  = (Z 1 ,..., Z~)), and by Zs the n independent 
copies of Z s . The Zs,  Zs are defined on 5fs = l-li~s ~ i ,  ~es~, respectively. 
Let, for any S C # and T C ~¢,~, rrs(T ) (CYLfs~) denote the set of all projections 
of ze's ~ T on the S-direction, then, following Cover (1975b), we have 
LEMMA 3.3 (Jointly E-typical sequences). For any e > 0, there exists a subset 
TE of ~Y. ¢,~ such that, for sufficiently large n and for all S C ga, 
(i) Pr(~AT3) > 1 - ~, 
(ii) for any Zs ~ ~rs(T,), I - - ( l /n)  logp(zs) - -  H(Zs)] < e, 
(iii) (1 --  e) exp[n(H(Za) -- e)] ~< }Trs(T~) I <~ exp[n(H(Zs) q- e)]. 
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Pro@ Let 7~(S) (8 > 0) denote the set of ze's e ~,n  satisfying 
I --(l/n) logp(zs) -- H(Zs)I < 8 (Zs is the projection of z,), 
then, since E(--(1/n) log Zs) -= H(Zs) (E means the expectation), by virtue of 
Chebyshev's inequality, for sufficiently large n, Pr{T,(S)}/> 1 -- 8 (all S C q)). 
Putting 7", = Nsc¢~ T~(S) and iteratively applying the inequality Pr{A c3 B} /> 
Pr{A} + Pr{B} -- 1, we have 
Pr{T,} ) 1 -- (2 ~-  1)8. 
Consequently, putting 8 = e/(2 r -- 1), we have Pr{T~} >~ 1 -- e as well as the 
property (ii). The property (i) is a direct consequence of Pr{T~} >/1 -  e, 
whereas the property (iii) immediately follows from (i) and (ii). Q.E.D. 
LEMm 3.4. Suppose, for subsets S, T of q) (S n T = ~), Z,s, Zr are stochas- 
tically independent random variables on ~ s ~, ~r'* with the probability distribution 
er{2s = z~, 2r  = z,,} = p(z~)p(z~), 
where P(Zs), p(zr) are the probability distributions of Zs and Zr ,  respectively. 
Then, for sufficiently large n, 
(1 -- e) exp[--n(I(Z s ; ZT) + 3~)] <~ Vr{(ff- s , Zr) e ~rsur(T,)) 
~< exp[ -n ( I (&  ; &)  - 3~)1. (3.12) 
Pro@ See Cover (1975b). 
4. CAPACITY REGION OF GENERAL MULTIPLE-ACcESS CHANNEL 
4.1. The Capacity Region g'(C) 
In Section 3, the (polymatroidal) polyhedral region ~(U, f )  has been specified 
for each test channel C(q/, f )  with an ordered set U = (U 1 ,..., U~) of input 
variables on q /= q/1 × "'" × q/~" 
Let ~(C) denote the union of ~(U, f ) ' s  taken over all possible U, f and all 
possible finite cardinality [ q/I: 
~(C)= [.) ~(U , / ) ,  (4.1) 
tL~,l~l 
where the incidence relation Oi-(Oj+) is fixed. Furthermore, put 
~*(C) = the convex hull of ~(C), 
~*(C) = the closure of ~¢*(C). (4.2) 
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The region cg*(C) thus defined may alternatively be characterized asfollows. 
Regard the collection {p(S) = I (U  s ; Y I US) I S C_ ~o} of (conditional) mutual 
informations (as specified in Section 3) to be a 2s-dimensional vector indexed 
by S. Let /"  denote the collection of such vectors {p(S)'s} taken over all possible 
U, f, [ ~'l, and put 
F* = the convex hull of F, 
P* = the closure of/ '*.  
Furthermore, denote by ~*(C) the s-dimensional region of all (R 1 ,..., Rs)'S 
such that 
0 ~ 2 Ri ~ p(S)(all S C Z0) (4.3) 
at least for an element {fi(S)'s} of _P*. Then, we have 
LEMMA 4.1. 
c~*(C) = ~*(C). (4.4) 
Proof. It is evident hat ~*(C) is closed. Suppose R = (R1 ,..., R~) e c~*(C), 
then there exist R m tp(t) = ~--~,..., R~t') e~(c )  and I(U~); Y[ ~:~') (t = 1 ..... n) 
with coefficients ht/> 0 (~=1 At = i) such that R = ~-1  )tt R(tI and ~¢~s R~ t) 
I(U(st'; Y [ U~t'). Hence, 
0 ~< Z R~ .4< ~ "'(~ U ~'~' (4.5) ),t1( Us ; Y I S J, 
i~ S ~ =1 
which implies that W*(C)_C_C ~*(C), thus proving ~*(C)C~*(C)  by the 
closedness of ~*(C). Conversely, let (R  1 ,..., Rs)  be an internal point of ~*(C), 
then (4.5) holds. Since, as is easily seen, po(S)~ Xtn=l htI(U(st'; Y I U~*') is 
a /%function, (Z0, Po) forms a polymatroid. Hence, letting the polyhedron 
associated with (2o, P0) be ~0,  we can rewrite (4.5) as 
(R1 ..... Rs) ~ ~o.  (4.6) 
On the other hand, by the proof of Lemma 3.2, every maximal extreme point 
(R 1 .... , Rs) of ~o can be expressed as 
R~. p0({1,..., i}) - -  p0({1 .... , i - -  1}) (i = 1,..., s). 
643/4o] I -4 
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Consequently, putting pt(S) = I(U(st'; Y I g~% 
R; = ~ Atpt({1,..., i}) -- ~ Atp,({1,..., i -- 1}) 
t=l t=l 
= ~ at[pt({1,...,i}) --Or({1,..., i - -  1})]. 
t=l 
(4.7) 
Since the bracketed quantity in the right-hand side of (4.7) is the ith coordinate 
of a maximal extreme point of the polyhedron #t  defined for the polymatroid 
(Z o , p~), it is concluded that each maximal extreme point of ga 0 is a convex 
combination of those of ~t's. Therefore, by (4.6) and Lemma 3.2, (R1 ,..., R,) 
must be dominated by a convex combination of maximal extreme points of 
~t's. Hence, (R~ ..... R~) e ~*(C), i.e., every internal point of ~*(C) belongs to 
gT*(C), and so ~*(C)D ~*(C) because ~*(C) is closed. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 4.1 (Multiple-access channel C .a  ). Let ~(C,a  ) be the capacity 
region of the multiple-access channel C = C~a , then 
cg(C~,l) = g2"(C~.1) = ~*(C~,1). (4.8) 
Proof. The proof consists of the direct half and the converse half. 
1. Direct half. 17n order to show the achievability of elements in g~*(C), it 
suffices only to show the achievability of elements in ~(C) (cf. the argument in 
the proof of Lemma 2.1). Consequently, it is sufficient to show only the achieva- 
bility of elements in each ~(U, f ) ,  and hence, because of the latter half of 
Lemma 3.2, that of maximal extreme points of ~(U, f) .  
Given a ~(U, f ) ,  suppose that R = (R, .... , R,) isa maximal extreme point 
of ~(U, f ) .  By virtue of the former half of Lemma 3.2, we can write, without 
loss of generality, 
Ri ~--- I (Ui ; Y I U1 "'" Ui-1) (i = 1,..., s). (4.9) 
Now, in parallel with the Cover's (1975b) argument, we construct a random 
set • of codes as follows. For an arbitrary ~7 > 0, put 
Me = exp[n(R~ -- V)] (i ~ 1,..., s). (4.10) 
For every i = 1,..., s, generate randomly Me ui's e °de, say, ui(1) ..... ue(Mt) 
in such a way that ui(k) ~ (u~l)(k),..., u~)(k)) has the probability 
Pr{U~(k) = u~(k)} = f i  p(u}O(k)) (p(u~t)(k)) = Pr{Ue = u}*)(k)}), (4.11) 
and moreover that U/(k), Uj(/) are stochastically independent when (i, k) ~a (j, 1). 
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Given a message set d / /=  ~/gl × "" x J{s ([ Jf/i ] = Mi), we make correspond, 
to each m = (m 1 ..... m~) e Jd, an s-tuple (ul(ml),..., u~(m~)). Then, with the aid 
of the mapping function f#  °g(i) --> z¢~ of the test channel C(g', f = (f~ ,..., f~)), 
to each m = (m a ,..., m,), is made correspond a unique p-tuple (x,(m),..., x~(m)) 
(x i (m)~; i=  1 .... ,p) suchthat 
x~t)(m) = f,(rr~(ue)(m))) (t = 1,..., n) (4.12) 
where we put xi(m) = to~it~'l),-.-, x~)). and urn(m) = (Uit)(ml),..., u~)(m~)) (rrq is 
the projection on °g(i)). 
The correspondence m F-* (xl(m),..., x,(m)) so specified gives an encoding 
of ~ '  for the channel C% We decode it on the typicality criterion for relevant 
sequences. Let T~ be a set of jointly e-typical sequences for a collection of input 
variables U 1 ..... U~ and output variable Y (put Us+ 1 = Y). I f y  6 ~n is received, 
declare a message m E Jd  was sent when and only when (ul(ml),..., us(m~), y) s T~ 
and, for any m' @ m, (ul(m~) ..... us(m;), Y) 6 T~. Otherwise, declare an error. 
We denote by Y the set of such random codes. Suppose that all m's ~ ~//d are 
equiprobably generated, then the expected probability Pe of error over S may 
be written as 
P~ = Pr{rh ~ m}, (4.13) 
where m represents the message sent whereas r~ the message decoded. Since each 
sent message yields the same probability of error, we may confine our con- 
sideration only to the situation that m = (1 .... , 1) ~ m 0 , say, was sent. Then, 
P~ = Pr{rh =/= (1,..., 1) I (1,..., 1) was sent}. (4.14) 
Let Ei(m I .... , mi) denote the event hat (ul(mx),... , ui(mi), y) ~ rrs(T~) where y is 
the output sequence for m 0 = (1,..., 1); S = {1,..., i; s -}- 1}, then 
P~ =Pr  IE / ( l  .... , 1) or U E~(nh .... ,m~)f 
~< Pr{E/(1 .... , 1)} -k Pr I U%Es(ml .... , m.Ol, (4.15) 
where m = (m 1 ..... m~) and Ei c represents the complement of E i . 
Now, by virtue of Lemma 3.3, we have 
Pr{E/(1 ..... 1)} < e. (4.16) 
Moreover, if we put E -~ U~¢% Es(ml, ..., ms) and 
U &(~,), Ez = U E2(1, mz) ..... "E~ ~- U Es(l,..., l, m~), 
m2¢1 ms,~l 
5O 
it follows that 
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Pr{R} ~ Pr{&} q- . "@ Pr{E,}, (4.17) 
Pr{R~} ~< E Pr{Ei(1,..., I, m,)} (4.18) 
because ~" ~/~10 & ',3"" V ~, .  
On the other hand, noting that Ua(1) ..... Ui_,(1), g)  and Ui(mi) (m i ~ 1) 
a,e stochastically independent and using Lemma 3.4, we have 
er{Edl  ..... 1, m0} 
Consequently, we have 
<~ exp[ - -n ( I (U~ ; YU ,  "" U~_~) - -  3,)] 
= exp[ - . ( l (u~ ; Y I u~ ... u , _ , )  - 3,] 
= exp[ - - . (R~ - -  3,)]. 
Pr{~i} ~< Mi exp[--n(R~ - -  3e)] ----- exp[--n(*/ - -  3e)]. (4.19) 
Summarizing the relations (4.15)-(4.19) yields 
*Pc ~ " -{- s" exp[--n(~/ --  3,)], 
which implies that, with any prescribed 0 < A < 1, P~ ~< A for sufficiently large 
n because E may be supposed to be as small as desired. Since the expected pro- 
bability ,P, of error over f f  is not larger than A, there must exist at least a A-code 
(n, J¢/, A) in a'f'. 
2. Converse half. Suppose that R = (R 1 ,..., R~) is achievable, then for any 
:> 0 there exists a A-code go = (n, .//4, A) for the channel C n with a collection 
{(x,(m),..., x~(m); N'(m)) I m ~ d¢} (4.20) 
where ~ = J/Z 1 × "-" X ~g'~ ; M---~ l~  ¢ [, Mi -= I d[ i  I, and 
Ri -- ~ <~ (l/n) log Mi (i ----- 1 ..... ,). (4.21) 
We shall induce from this code a A-code for a test channel as follows. First, 
define the auxiliary set ORi by ORi = J//i (i = 1,..., s) and the auxiliary mapping 
function f~o: OR(i) ---* J//i (i = 1 ..... p; t = 1 ..... n) where °R(i) = YLso~- qlj,  by 
f}t)(u(i)) = x~t)(u) (for all u(i) E OR(i)) (4.22) 
where xi(u) = (x~l)(u),..., x~m(u)); u is an arbitrary element of 
og[ __=_ OR~ x --" x OR~ (OR = ~)  
such that u(i) is the projection of u on OR(i). Since xi(u) has been supposed to be 
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dependent only on the projection of u on ~(i), the left-hand side of (4.22) is 
well defined. Thus, we have the n test channels C m = C(qg, f(1)),..., C(< = 
C(W, f  (~)) where f (~) = tJlr;(*),..., J~#(*)~J (t = 1 ..... n). 
Let the channel (conditional probability of C (~) as specified by (3.1) in Section 3 
be denoted by #~)(y{O I ul" (*},..., u(,t)), and let the product C* = C (*) x "'" × G (~) 
be such a channel that the channel matrix a*(- i ') of C* is 
-* (y  I =1 , . . . ,  = H ..., u?) (4.23) 
where x = (ym,..., y(~)), ui = (u~l),..., u~ ~)) (i = 1 ..... s). Furthermore, make 
correspond, to each message m = (m, .... , ms) c ~ ' ,  (at(m),..., u~(m)) E ~a such 
that 
ui(m) = (mi ,..., mi) (n-tuple of the same ml). (4.24) 
It is easy to see that the collection 
= u,(m); I m JZ} 
is a )t-code for the channel C*. In fact, by virtue of (4.22), for every m e ~,  
(ul(m),..., us(m)) is uniquely mapped to (xl(m),..., x~(m)) in the process of trans- 
mission through the channel C*. 
Since all messages m E dg is supposed to be equiprobably generated, it follows 
that the random variable vector Ui on ~i  ~ is given the probability Pr{U~ = ui} = 
l/Mi if ui agrees with a ui(m), and otherwise Pr{Ui = ui} = 0; the random 
variable on ~n induced from the Ui's being denoted by Y. 
Now, for a subset S of Z 0 = {1 ..... s}, let P,(m#) denote the conditionaI 
probability of error when the projection of message m e d{ on the S-direction 
is fixed to the m S , then 
1 
P~ -- Mz ,~ ~J~gTdeg P~(ms) ~< )t' (4.25) 
where J/Z S is the projection of ~ on the S-direction and M S = 1 ~ I- 
We remark that, with a fixed m S e J/fs, the subcolleetion of ffl : 
(#1(ms) = {(ttl(m ) ..... us(m); ~(m)) [ m E./'#Z, m S is fixed} 
can be regarded to be a P,(ms)-code (n, Ms ,  Pc(ms)) o fM s (~l Ms  I) messages 
for the channel C*, where S is a subset of Z' 0 and S is the complement of S in 
Consequently, by virtue of Fano's (1954) lemma, we have 
H(Us I ¥, ms) ~ Pc(ms) log M s @ log 2 
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where U s is the projection of (U  1 ..... Us) on the S-direction. Hence, 
(1 -- Pc(ms)  log Ms ~ I(Us ; Y I me) -+- log 2, (4.26) 
because of H(Us I m2) = H(Us) = log M s . 
On the other hand, by virtue of Gallager's (1968) theorem, we have 
I(Us ;Y  / m~) ~ ~ I(U~); Y(t)[ mz), (4.27) 
t=l  
where Us = (U~s~',..., U(s "~) and Y -~ (y(1),..., yenj). Note that U~s t~, Y't' can 
be regarded as the input and output variables for the test channel C (t) 
(t = 1,..., n) and henceI(U~st); Y¢*) I ms) is independent from the other channels 
C(k~'s (k =/: t); note also that, by (4.24), we can write I(U~st); Y(t)[m~) = 
I(U~s°; Y~t) I U~ ~) = ms). Substituting (4.27) into (4.26) yields 
(1 -- P~(m~)) log Ms < ~ I(U(s°; Y(t) l U~ ) = m~) + log 2. 
t= l  
Thus, taking the expectation of (4.28) over ~¢/s, we have from (4.25) 
(4.28) 
(1 -- h) log Ms <~ ~ I(U~); Y(°I U~ )) q- log 2. 
$=1 
Hence, 
1 ~ I(U~); y(0] Ug)) + rs(h, n), (l/n) log Ms <~ n t=1 (4.29) 
where 
)t ~ I(U~); y(0 U(0) log 2 
rsO, n) = n(1 -- ;~) ~=1 1 + n(1 -- A-------)" 
On the other hand, because I(U~st'; Y(o L U~ ~') ~< H(Y")I  U~ t)) <~ log lM I, 
log 2 
rs(a, n) <~ ,(1 -- a~ log I MI + n(1 -- ~-- ---) " 
Since h is arbitrary so long as 0 < A < 1, by letting ~ -+ 0, we have rs() q n) < 
for sufficiently large n. By taking into account log Ms = ~i~s log Mi and 
substituting (4.21) into (4.29), we have, for ~ ~< e and for every S C Z0, 
R, ~< (l/n) ~ I(U~); Y(0I U~ )) + (1 + IS t)E. 
i~S t= l  
Hence, (R 1 -- 2E ..... Rs -- 2e) e ~*(C). Since e is arbitra W and ~*(C) is closed, 
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(R1,..:, Rs) c~*(C) .  Finally, by virtue of Lemma 4.1, we have (R1,..., R,) ~ c~*(C), 
which completes the proof. Q.E.D. 
4.2. Cardinality of the Auxiliary Set qZ~ 
In determining the capacity region W(C) in the foregoing section, the ca)cdina- 
lity i qZ I of q/ = q{1 × "" × qG (hence also those of qZ~'s) was supposed to be 
finite but arbitrarily large. In this section, we shall show that the cardinality 
] °?/i [ can be bounded by a fixed finite number depending only on the channel C 
and the incidence relation ~-+ between the information sources and the input 
terminals of C. (This type of problem has first been posed with a conjecture by 
Slepian-Wolf (1973) for a special multiple-access channel Cz,1 with s = 3.) 
Let the Cartesian prodcut ~¢(j) be defined by 
~¢(J) ~- I~ ~¢~ (J = 1,..., s) (4.30) 
ie3 + 
where 3j. + is the subset of X 1 = (1,..., p} as specified by (2.5) and ~ is the 
alphabet set of the ith input terminal ~ ,  then we have 
THEOREM 4.2 (Multiple-access channel C~a ). The statement (4.8) in Theorem 
4.1 is still valid i f  in the definition (4.1) of ~(C) we limit the eardinality Z ~ [ by 
the constraints 
[ ~'jl ~ ] d ( j ) [  + s ( j  = 1,..., s) (4.31) 
where s is the number of the information sources for the channel C~. z . 
To prove this theorem, we need the following lemma (Ahlswede and K6rner, 
1975): 
LEMMA 4.2. Let ~ be the set of all probability n-vectors p = (Pl .... , Pn) 
and let f j (p)  ( j  ~- 1,..., k) be continuous functions on ~ . Then, to any probability 
measure t~ on (the Borel subsets of) ~ there exist h + 1 elements p~ of ~ and 
~k+l  
constants ~ >/0  (i = 1,..., k q- 1) with z.,~=l ~ = 1 such that 
/~+a 
f f j(p) d/z = E ~J , (P , ) ( J  = 1 ..... k). 
i= l  
Proof of Theorem 4.2. Suppose that U = (U~ ..... U~), q{ = ~a × "'" X qG 
and f = (f l  ..... f~) are given and hence also the polyhedron .~(U, f ) .  Consider 
a maximal extreme point of ~(U,  f ) ,  say, with the coordinates 
Ri  o = Z(G ; Y I G ' G -~)  (i  = 1,..., s). (4.32) 
Let X~ (i = 1,..., p) and Y be the random variables on d i and ~ which are 
induced from U = (U 1 ,..., Us) through the test channel C(q/, f) .  
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First, we try to replace U 1 by another appropriate variable. Since U1 can have 
influence on the channel C only through V --- {X/s I i ~ ~1+}, the triplet U1, 
V and W ~ ({U~'s ] k :~ 1}, Y) forms a Niarkov chain. Therefore, the joint 
probability Pr{U1 = u, V = v, W ~ w} is written by using the conditional 
probabilities as 
Pr{U 1 = u, V = v, W ~ w} = p(u) p(v f u)p(w Iv), (4.33) 
where we have put p(u) = Pr{U 1 ---- u}, p(v I u) = Pr{V---- v I U1 = u} and 
p(w [ v) = Pr{W ---= w I V = v}. Now, to apply Lemma 4.2, we regard p~ ----- 
{p(v ]u) 1v e d(1)} as an element (indexed by v) of ~n (n = I d(1)l) ,  and 
{p(u) I u e ~1} as a Borel measure on .~ .  
Consider the following continuous functions on -~n : 
(i) for v e d(1) ,  f~(p~) = p(v I u), (4.34) 
(ii) f~(p~) = H(Y)  + E~,P(Y { u) logp(y E u), (4.35) 
(iii) for i = 2,..., s, 
fdP~)= ~ p(y, u 2 .... , u, l u) logp(y [ u, u S .... ,u,) 
$/'U2' '" "~i 
- p(y,  ,..., l )logp(y ,..., (4.36) 
~/,Z62~.. • ,U~__ 1 
where p(y  I u) ~ Pr{Y = y I U1 = u}, p(y, u S ,..., uj ] u) ~ Pr{Y = y, Us = us, 
Uj = u~ ,... [ U = u} ( j  = i, i - -  1) are to be calculated from p(v ] u) and 
p(w I v) in (4.33). Obviously, 
f ,(p~) p(u) = ~ p(v I u) p(u) =- p(v), (4.37) 
~£ 7A 
EA(p ) = ; Y ) ,  
EA(pg)  P(u)  =f(U i ;  V i U IU  2 . . .  Ui_l). 
Note that the relations in (4.37) contain only the ([ ~¢(1) [ -  1) independent 
ones. By virtue of Lemma 4.2, there must exist a U1 with II ~1 It ~< I d(1) I  + s 
(by)] U~ I1 we mean the cardinality of the range of ~1) such that 
E p(v ] u) }(u) = E p(v [ u) p(u), (4.38) 
qA U 
E A(Pu)/3(u) = 1(U1 ; Y), 
~2f,(Pu) }(u) =- I(U~ ; Y [ U1U 2 " ' "  Ui_l) , 
where if(u) = Pr{ 01 = u}. 
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Now, in place of (4.33), consider the joint probability of (U1, V, W) induced, 
through the Markovian quality of (U a, V, W), from ~:  
Pr{~ 1 = u, g = v, W = w} = ~fi(u) p(v l u) p(w l v). (4.39) 
Hence, under the probability distribution (4.39), we have from (4.35) and 
(4.36), 
EA(P**) >(u) = I(/7, ; Y),  
E/ , (p~)>(u)  = I (u~ ; Y l 8~u~ ... u ,~) .  
z¢ 
It is, therefore, concluded that (4.32) still holds if we replace U 1 by/_7~. In this 
manner, we can replace furthermore U2 by ~72 with I1 U2 [] ~ I d(2)i  + (s -- 1). 
By repeatedly applying the similar argument, we can finally obtain the expression 
for RiO: 
RiO = it(r2, ; Y I 8~--- 8,_~) (i = 1,..., s), 
where 
11 r2, II <~ I ~( i ) l  + (s - ~ + 1). (4.4o) 
Since each extreme maximal point of ~(U, f )  generally has, in place of (4.32), 
the expression R ° = I(U~, • Y I Uk 1 ks) is permutation of ~, , "'" Uk,_ 1) ((kl ..... a 
1,..., s), in order for the result to be valid irrespective of (h 1 ,..., k,), the inequality 
(4.4.0) needs to be replaced by [[/2 i I[ <~ [ s~'(i)[ + s (i = 1,.., s). Thus, we can 
limit the cardinality I ~i  I as I ~ i l  ~< I d(i)[ + s. Q.E.D. 










A multiple-access channel Co with correlated sources: (a) channel; (b) test 
Consider, as an example, a multiple-access communication channel C~.1 with 
three sources Io, I1, I S (Z' o = {0, 1, 2}), two input terminals %, ~,, (X 1 = {1, 2}) 
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and the incidence relation ~o + = {1, 2}, ~+ = {1}, ~2 + = {2} (see Fig. 4a. 
Fig. 4b is its test channel C(qd, f )  with mapping functionsf~, f~). This communi- 
cation channel (=Go) has been called the multiple-access channel with 
"correlated sources" and deeply studied by Slepian and Wolf (1973) where 
11 , I~ are the "private" sources and I 0 is the "common" source. 
Now we shall show that, though the formalisms adopted are different from 
each other, our result (Theorem 4.1) for Co precisely agrees with the Slepian- 
Wolf's. 
Writing down the condition (3.9) specifying the polymatroidal polyhedron 
~(U, f )  for Co, we have 







~< I(U~ ; Y GG) ,  
~< X(G ; Y GG) ,  
+G ~< I (GG;  Y[ G), 
+ R1 + R2 -<< X(UoGG ; Y); 
~< I(Uo ; Y I GG) ,  
+ R~ ~< I(UoU1 : g I G), 








We remark here that, if R ~ (Ro, Ra, Rz) is achievable for Co, R' -~ (R o + 
a 1-}-a2, R 1 -a  1, R 2 -a~)  with any 0 ~a l~R1,  0 ~a 2 ~R 2 is also 
achievable for Co because we may always regard any messages from the private 
sources (Ri ; i = 1, 2) as if they were messages from the common source (Ro). 
Let ~* denote the set of all (R o , R~, R~)'s such that 
R0- -~Ro+al+ae,  R~ =R I -a  1, R~=R2- -a2  (4.48) 
for at least an (Ro, R1, R~)~(U, f )  and for an 0 ~ ai ~ Ri (i = 1, 2). 
Furthermore, let ~o(U, f )  denote the polyhedral region defined by the conditions 
(4.41)-(4.44). It is evident hat ~* ~_ ~(U, f )  and ~o(U, f )  D ~(U, f).  
Suppose that an (Ro, R'~, R~)e~o(U,f) is given, then, from the above 
remark, (Ro, R[,  R~) E ~* if and only if the following equations with respect 
to al ,  a2 have at least a solution (ai /> 0): 
0 ~<R[+a~I (U~;  YI UoU2), 
0 <~R;.+a2 <.I(U2; YI UoU), 
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o <~ R; -- (at + ~) <~ I(Uo ; Y i UtU~), 
0 ~R;47R; - -a~<I (UoU ~; Yi  U~), 




As is easily seen, the conditions (4.52)-(4.54) are rewritten as 
R• -- p({0}) ~< al 47 a 2 ~< R; ,  R; 47 R~ --  p({0, 2}) ~< a t , 
(4.55) 
R; 47 R i - -  p({0, 1}) ~ a 2 
and the conditions (4.49)-(4.51) are rewritten as 
0 ~< a t ~< p({1}) -- R i , (4.56) 
0 ~< a 2 ~ p({2}) -- R;~, (4.57) 
0 ~< at + a2 % p( (1 ,  2}) - -  (Ri + R;), (4.58) 
where p(S) = I (U s ; Y I U~) for S _C X 0 . Then, from the submodularity of 
p(S) and the assumption (R'o, R i ,  R'~) ~ No(U, f ) ,  the equations (4.55)-(4.58) 
always have a solution (at, a2) with a t -F a~ = max(0, R 'o -  p({0}). Hence, 
N*D No(U , f ) .  On the other hand, it is obvious that N* _C No(U , f) .  Thus, 
we have N* -- No(U, f ) .  Therefore, Theorem 4.1 is valid if in (4.1) we replace 
N(U, f )  by No(U, f ) .  Furthermore, by the argument similar to that in obtaining 
(3.10), we have 
I(Ux ; r l UoU2) = I (Xt ; r [ UoXz), 
~r(u~ ; Y I Uo uo  = z(x~ ; Y I UoX~), 
I(U1U~ ; Y I Uo) = I(X,.X2 ; Y [ Uo), 
I(U o Ut U~ ; Y) = [ (XtX  2 ; Y). 
It is therefore concluded that N0( U, f )  (=N*)  coincides with the Slepian-Wolf's 
(1973) polyhedron indicated by ~(Pzxlx2r ) where Uo, U1, U~ correspond to Z, 
X 1 given Z, X 2 given Z, respectively. 
Here, by virtue of Theorem 4.2, we can restrict the cardinality [] U 0 II to 
within [i Uo[I ~ L ~ L " I~  I 47 3 (~ is the alphabet set of the ith input 
terminal ~e ; i = 1, 2), which was conjectured in a somewhat different form by 
Slepian-Wolf. 
As for the relation in a more general situation where a similar characterization 
was conjectured by Slepian-Wolf, we may proceed in an analogous manner. 
Finally, it should be noted that, since the number of Eq. (4.41)-(4.44) 
specifying ~(Pzxlx2r ) (=-No(U, f)) is smaller than that of Eq. (4.41)-(4.47) 
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specifying ~(U, f ) ,  it may be more conveient or efficient o use the Slepian- 
Wolf's formalism, at least, in this example. However, viewed from the theoretical 
standpoint to study the general channel with "arbitrarily correlated" sources, 
our formalism seems to be preferred in that the equations pecifying ~(U, f )  
are symmetric n form with respect to all Ui's and hence we can treat indifferently 
all Ui's in de-veloping the theory, which is a basis for invoking the general 
property of "polymatroidal structure." 
5. CAPACITY REGION OF A CLASS OF MULTIPLE-USER CHANNELS 
So far we have confined our consideration to the (multiple-access) channel 
C~a with only a single output terminal t 3. In this section, we shall extend the 
results (Theorems 4.1, 4.2) to be valid for the (multiple-user) channel C~,r 
with r output erminals (receivers) 131 ,.--, fir in which all output terminals 
"simultaneously" receive the sent message m = (m 1 ,..., ms) and "separately" 
decode it (Fig. 5). 
sources encoders chm~nel decoders 
I Y1 
m 2 
c o % . . . .  
ra3 Y2 
ms 1 . . . . .  % 
P 
FIG. 5. Multiple-user channel C~,r with certain correlated sources. 
Let ~i ,  gi be the alphabet set of the/th output erminal fli and the corre- 
sponding output variable on ~ i ,  respectively (i = 1,..., r). The argument to 
follow is in complete parallel with the foregoing ones. 
We define the test channel C(gg, f )  also for C,.r with an obvious modification 
concerning the number of output terminals; the following property of C~.r 
should be noted here: Let the conditional probability distribution specifying 
C~o,~ be 
~(y ,  ,--., y r  L u,  .... , us), (5.1) 
where ui e qli (i = 1,..., s) and yj e ~0 (J = 1,..., r). As far as we are concerned 
with the capacity region, from the argument similar to the Cover's (1972) as 
well as the Sato's (1977), the Co.r is equivalent to the test channel with the 
conditional probability a*(" ] "): 
a*(Yl ..... Yr I Ul ..... Us) = al(Yl [ Ul .... , us) "'" a t ( J r  I g l  , " ' ,  Us), (5.2) 
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here e~(y~ i u~ ,..., us) is the (conditional) marginal distribution for y~ of (5.1). 
Therefore, we may suppose without losing generality that a = a*, i.e., C(~, f )  
is a product of r "(conditionally) independent" channel components C~(~;, f )  
with the single output erminal fii and the channel probability ai(yi I ul ,..., Us) 
( i  = 1 .... , r). 
For each i = 1,..., r, define the rank function pi(S) by 
pi(S) = I(U~ ; I1/ [ US) (S C Z0) (5.3) 
where 270 = {1,..., s}, and let the (polymatroidal) polyhedron corresponding to
p~(S) be denoted by ~(U,  f). 
Let ~(U, f )  denote the intersection of these ~I(U, f),..., .~(U, f )  and set 
p(s )  = ~n{p, (s )}  (5.4) 
then ~(U, f )  coincides with the polyhedron defined by the condition 
0 <~ ~ R~ <~ p(S) (all S C X0). (5.5) 
i eS  
(Note that the p(S) so defined is not necessarily a/3-function and hence the 
~(U, f )  is not necessarily "polymatroidal"; see, e.g., Welsh, 1976).) 
THEOREM 5.1 (Multiple-user channel C~,r). Withe the above extended 
implications for .~(U, f )  and p(S) in the definition of ~(C) and I ~ (in Section 4.1), 
the capacity region c~(C~,r) of the multiple-user channel C : C~,r is given by 
~(C~.~) = ¢*(C~.,.) = ~*(C~.~). (5.6) 
Proof. By making the precisely same arguments as described in the proof 
of Theorem 4.1 for each .~i(U,f) and pi(S) (i = !,..., r), and by taking into 
account the remark above made concerning the channel components, we 
immediately establish the direct half as well as the converse half. Q.E.D. 
It is also straightforward to see that Theorem 4.2 is valid for C~.r. Merely for 
the completedness of description, we rewrite it here: 
THEOREM 5.2 (Multiple-user channel C~,~). The statement (5.6) in Theorem 
5. I is still valid if in the (extended) efinition (4.1) of .~(C) we limit the cardinality 
i ~Zj [ by the constraints 
[~J l  ~< I d ( j ) l  + s ( j  = 1,..., s) (5.7) 
where s is the number of the information sources for the channel C~.r • 
Pro@ For any extreme point of ~(U, f ) ,  the ith coordinate (i = 1 ..... s) ~s 
expressed as a linear combination T~ of p~(S)'s ( j  = 1,..., p; S C Z0). Similarly 
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to in the proof  of Theorem 4.2, we can regard all Ti 's as l inear (continuous) 
functions of p(u~.)'s, then, by replacing the functions (4.35)-(4.36) by T~'s 
(i = 1,..., s), we have the required result. Q .E .D.  
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